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HIERiffiCHY Ai'ID FOUER: REFLECTIONS OF A BLIND rJrATERI.A.LIST 

Beidelman on the jajmani systemi 

The jajmani system is a feudalistic system of prescribed 
hereditary obliga.tions of payment and of occupational and ceremonial 
duties bet1'leen two or more specific families of different cast;es in 
the same locality••• Position in the 'system rests upon a person's 
relation to the land.... By his land-based po\,trer a .iajman may 
ooerce otller castes as,tenants or. labourers; he may ~coerce them 
by his control of farm implements and 'oxen, carts, seed, food, 
pasture, forage, and ~~e~imes e1T,e~ house sites and viells ••• 
Land is tIle major integrative factor about ~1hich the caste 
'and village syste~~operate••• such coercive integration is 
supported and re.:affirlned· 'by ritual and ceremolues ~vJ:1ich .jajmans 
hold both to emphasi'se'the jajman-kamin relationship and to 
enhance or affiz:m their' stGlt~s.~" 

Dumont on Beidelman.: 

(according to B.) the system is, based on an unequal distribution of 
p01Ter, therefore it represents a form of ilexploitationtl and "coercion". 
TIle "ritual" aspect is secondarj"', the economico-political·aspect, 
dominated by relation to tIle land, essential. In short, hierarclly 
means "exploitation". A doctrinaire and blind materialism•••2 

The problem posed is that of tl~ specific mode of articulation of status 
(ritu.al, l1ierarchy) and pOlTer in the caste system. 1:nlat 't7e are dealing "t"rith is 
"Cl'fO structures of relationships, what Dl..1lnont in his o't'ln terms refers to as the 
'gradation of statuses I, on the one hand, and the 'distribution of pow·er r on 
tIle other.3 

1. Beidelman tells us that 'socia-economic and ritual factors are closely 
interrelated, but they are certainly not tIle sarae' (p. lS). Tllat is to say, he 
distinguishes between two structures and postulates atclose interrelationship' 
bettleen them. IT.hat, according to Beidelman, is this (problematic) interrelation
ship? 'There is a high correlation betw·een socia-economic rank and jajmalls, 
and a lo't'1er correlation betlleen ritual rank and .ja,imans. I For example, 'the 
role of a Brahman ja.iman derives from his control of lal'ld' (p. 16). POliar 
(based on control of the means of production) is the determining structure in 
the jajmani system, according to Beidelman. But tIle partial non-coincidence of 
these structures (ritual/pollerl and tIle primacy of one (porrrer) over tIle otller 
(ritual) Sllould not conceal 't111i:it is in fact necessarily implied in that ralation
Sllip, viz, their partial COil1cidence. Beidelman ref8rs to tllis partial coin
cidence as a 'parallelism of roles'. 

The primacy of the economic over the ritual structure is expressed in tIle 
fo llowing terms: 

the web of ritual services, Beidelman says, connecting a ritually 
higher oaste to a ri tually low'er one is an ideologioal expression 
of the dependence 'Vlhich the l1i€;her caste's economic and political 
subordinates l1ave tOl'lard it (1). 18). 

Despite this, however, 'ritual ideology••• is not fully dependent on socio
economic factors (p. '19). ' ." 

To be even more precise in formulating Beidelman's position, rIe may say 
that, while the ritual-ideological struoture 'expresses' (p. 18), 'supports' 
and reaffirms' (p. 75) the strttcture of political and economic relationships 
(pOl-Ter) t it still possesses a relative autonomy of its own. Tllis viell of 
ritual (status) as tile ideological expression and validation of the political and 
economic relationships in a caste society is repeated by Gould,4 vlho tells 
us that religious attitudes 'underlie and perpetuate' the existing division of 
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Beidelman on the .iajmani systeJU 

The jajmani system is a feudalistic system of prescribed 
hereditary obligations of payment and of occupational and ceremonial 
duties bett'l'een two or more specific families of different cas·tes in 
the same locality... Position in the system rests upon a person's 
relation to the land.... By his land-based pOll,er a .ia.iman may 
coerce other castes as .tenants or labourers; he may .coerce them 
by his control of farm implements and'oxen, carts, seed, food, 
pasture, forage, and sometimes even house sites and <rells ••• 
Land is the major integrative factor about ifhich the caste 
and village system. operate ••• such coercive integration is 
supported and re..:;affirmedby ritual and ceremonies ~fJJich jajmans 
hold both to emphasise the jajman-kamin relationship and to 
enhance or affirm their stat'U,s.l 

Dumont on Beidelman,: 

(according to B.) the system is based on an unequal distribution of 
pouer, therefore it represents a form of lIexploitation" and "coercion". 
The "ritual n aspect is secondar-y, the economico-poli ti cal aspect, 
dominated by relation to the land, essential. In short, hierarchy 
means "explOitation". A doctrinaire and blind materialism ••• 2 

The problem posed is that of tl~ specific mode of articulation of status 
(ritual, hierarchy) and potrer in the caste system. \n1.at w'e are dealing ,,1ith is 
ttfO structures of relationships, what D1.1lnont in his Ol'In terms refers to as the 
'gradation of statuses', on the one hand, and the 'distribution of power' on 
the other.3 

1. Beidelman tells us that 'socio-economic and ritual factors are closely 
interrelated, but they are certainly not the same' (p. 15). That is to say, he 
distinguishes bebleen toro structures and postulates a 'close interrelationship' 
bebleen them. Uhat, according to Beidelman, is this (problematic) interrelation
ship? 'There is a high correlation between socio-economic rank and jajmm1.s, 
and a lot.er correlation betlleen ritual rank and ja.imans. I For example, 'the 
role of a Brahman ja.iman derives from his control of land' (po 16). Pot"l"er 
(based on control of the means of production) is the determining structt~e in 
the .iajmani system, according to Beidelman. But the partial non-coincidence of 
these structures (ritual/pollerl and the primacy of one (polTer) over the other 
(ritual) should not conceal wl~t is in fact necessarily implied in that relation
ship, viz, their partial coincidence. Beidelman refers to this partial coin
cidence as a 'parallelism of roles'. 

The primacy of the economic over the ritual structure is expressed in the 
fo llowing terms: 

the web of ritual services, Beidelman says, connecting a ritually 
higher caste to a ritually lov{er one is an ideological expression 
of the dependence which the higher caste's economic and political 
subordinates have tO~lard it (p. 18). 

Despite thiS, hOlTever, 'ritual ideolo&V ••• is not fully dependent on socio-
economic factors (p. 19). . . 

To be even more precise in formulating Beidelman's pOSition, 1'1e may say 
that, while the ritual-ideological struct~~ 'expresses' (p. 18), 'supports' 
and reaffirms' (P. 75) the strtlcture of political and economic relationships 
(poller), it still possesses a relative autonomy of its own. This vielT of 
ritual (status) as the ideological erJ?ression and validation of the political and 
economic relationships in a caste society is repeated by Gould,4 uho tells 
us that religious attitudes 'underlie and perpetuate' the existing division of 
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Beidelman on the jajmani systeroi 

The jajmani system is a feudalistic system of prescribed 
hereditary obligations of payment and of occupational and ceremonial 
duties bet1ieen two or more specific families of different castes in 
the same locality ••• Position in the system rests upon a person's 
relation to the land.... By his land-based pow'er a ,ia,jman may 
coerce other castes as tenants or labourers; he may .coerce them 
by his control of farm implements audoxen, carts, seed, food, 
pasture, forage, and sometimes ev.en house sites and uells ••• 
Land is the major integrative factor about i'lhich the caste 
'and village system, operate ••• such coercive integration is 
supported and re~ffirllledby ritual and ceremonies i'l:ri.ch jajmans 
hold both to emphasise the jajma.n-kamin relationship and to 
enhance or affiz:m their stl;l.tu,s .1. 

Dumont on Beidelman: 

(according to B.) the system is based on an uneQual distribution of 
pOl'Ter, therefore it represents a form of uexploitation" and "coercion". 
The "ritual" aspect is secondary, the economico-political aspect, 
dominated by relation to the land, essential. In short, hierarchy 
means "exploitationll. A doctrinaire and blind materialism ••• 2 

The problem posed is that of tl~ specific mode of articulation of status 
(ritual, hierarchy) and power in the caste system. \lhat w'e are deal:in.g "Tith is 
tl.o structures of relationships, what DUlIlont in his Ol-TU terms refars to as the 
'gradation of statuses', on the one hand, and the 'distribution of power' on 
the other.3 

1. Beidelman tells us that 'socio-economic and ritual factors are closely 
interrelated, but they are certainly not the sruQe' (p. 15). That is to say, he 
distinguishes betueen tw-o structures and postulates a 'close interrelationship' 
betl-leen them. 1Jhat, according to Beidelman, is this (problematic) interrelation
ship? 'There is a high correlation between socio-economic rank and jajmru1s, 
and a lower correlation betlTeen ritual rank and jajIiJ8.IlS.' For example, 'the 
role of a Brallman .jajman derives from his control of land' (p. 16). PovTer 
(based on control of the means of production) is the determining structure in 
the ,iajmani system, according to Beidelman. But the partial non-coincidence of 
these structures (rltual/polrerl and the primacy of one (polTer) over the other 
(ritual) should not conceal whit is in fact necessarily implied in that relation
sl1ip, viz, their partial coincidence. Beidelman refsrs to this partial coin
cidence as a 'parallelism of roles'. 

The primacy of the economic over the ritual structure is expressed in the 
following terms: 

the ueb of ritual services, Beidelman says, connecting a ritually 
higher caste to a ritually lov.er one is an ideological expression 
of the dependence which the hig~er caste's economic and political 
subordinates have t01'Tard it (po 18). 

Despite this, hm,ever, 'ritual ideology ••• is not fully dependent on socio
economic factors (p. 19). 

To be even more precise in formulating Beidelman's pOSition, f1e may say 
that, while the ritual-ideological struct~~ 'expresses' (p. 18), 'supports' 
and reaffirms' (P. 75) the strtlcture of political and economic relationships 
(polTer), it still possesses a relative autonomy of its own. This vielT of 
ritual (status) as the ideological erpression and validation of the political and 
economic relationships in a caste society is repeated by Gould,4 ... ho tells 
us that religious attitudes 'underlie and perpetuate' ~~e existing division of 
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labour, that Hindu:Lsm elaborately rationalises' and· congeals tl1.e fundamental
 
distinction between those who possess land and those who do not.
 

2. Dumont, on the- other hand, asks, IDo we have to believe 'that "ritual"
 
theory rationalises the "exploitation of the Charmars?"5' HOl"T then does Dumont
 
conceptualise the relationship? He insists emphatically· that the specificity
 
of caste societies resides precisely in the absolute disjunction, tin principle',
 
between the ritual~ideologicaland economic-political structures.
 

TIle priest, the Brahman, is llighest -in status even wIlen he is 
poor and materially dependent. In the oldest texts referring to 
the vanna order, priesthood is set above, that is, it encompasses 
rulershipi· and at the same time, these "tl'lin forces" together 
encompass all· the rest (1967, 34). 

In tl1e essay on 'Caste, Racism and Stratification,6 he elaborates tIns point: 

It is necessary to dis·tinguish between two ver.J different things: 
the sca.le of statuses (called "religious·") which I call hierarchy 
and llhich is absolutely distinct from the fact of pOller on the one 
hand, and on the other tIle distribu.tion of pOl-Tar, economic and 
political, which is very important in prac-tice, but is distinct 
from, and subordinate to, the hierarcllY. It rlill be asked then 
ho'ti' pOlrer and hierarchy are articulated_ Precisely, Indian society 
answers this question in a very explicit manner••• vlhile tlle Brahman 
is spiritually or absolutely supreL1e, he is materially dependent; 
1'rhile the king is m~ter1ally the master, he is spiritually subordinate. 

In this concelltion the distribution of pOl1er (tllat structure l'J'hich Beidelman 
sees as determi.:l1ant) is distinct from, and subordinate to, hierarchy. vJhat is 
still problematic is the. status of this relationship of •subordination' - at 
11hat level, and in what 1iay, is lJowersubordinate to hierarchy (ritual. status)? 
tIn everJ sooiety one aspect. of s.ocial life receives a primar-j" value stress .and 
simultaneously is made to encompass all others and express them as far as it can.7 
As the basic value of caste societies status or hierarchy both 'encompasses' 
and 'expresses' all·other aspects, including tIle structure of social and political 
relationships. Dumont corroborates tllis in his own vfO.rdJ3: 

There is in Sl"rat no fUndamental distinction betl'reen status and 
pOlfer: the '!Priests" are inferior to the dominant group (Pakhtun), 
and the religious quality of the "Saillts" expresses i tsel£ in terms 
of dominance instead of dominance of the Kshatri a etc. bein 
obliged to express itself iri~terms of religion ibid, 35 - my emphasis). 
Hierarchy, .. then is the mode of ereression of power. TlJ:e structure of 
politicalrelat.ionships and economic pOl'Ter expresses itself in the religious 
idiom of hierarchy. Religion is the l~~ge of power relationships 
(and ult:imately of the relations of production) in a caste society. 

This, in fact, is what Dumont says in so many \"rords: t the ureligiQua r~ .is here the 
universal mode of expression, and this is perfectly coherent given that the global 
ori~ntation is religious, tl1B.t tIle religious language is that of hierarchy. t8 
And fin~lly, 'Hierarchy marks tIle conceptual integration 'of a w~ole, it· is, so 
to speak, its intellect1..1al cement.'9 

The structure of political and economic relationships ('pouer') is 
'subordinate to' hierarchy in the sense that these relationships are expressed 
in religious. terms-, in the language of hierarchy, lrhich constitutes the global 
principle of caste societies. I have quoted at length from Dumont's work because 

wish to make- the point that (i) nothing Dumont says refutes 13eidelman, and 
(ii) there i.s no necessary opposition between their respective conceptualisations 
of tIle relationship betlfeen power and rittlal in the Indian village. 

This may seem strange since Beidelman s·ubordinates ritual (status) to 
pOlfer (relations of production), and Dumont, conversely, po-vrer to ritual. Yet 
tllis apparent contradict~on evaporates once it is realised that thierarchy', in 
Dumont's view, 'marks the·.conceptual integrat.ion of tl~ vThole, t that pOlier is 

I 
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labour, that Hinduism elaborately rationalises and congeals ti~e fundamental 
distinction between those uho possess land and those I'lho do not. 

2. Dumont, on the other hand, asks, 'Do we have to believe that "ritual" 
theory rationalises the "exploitation of the Charmars?"5 ' HO~1 then does Dumont 
conceptualise the relationship? He insists emphatically that the specificity 
of caste societies resides precisely in the absolute disjunction, t in principle' , 
between the ritual~ideological and economic-political structures. 

The priest, the Brallman, is highest in status even when he is 
poor and materially dependent. In the oldest texts referring to 
the va~ order, priesthood is set above, that is, it encompasses 
rulership;. and at the same time, these 1I~lin forces" together 
encompass all the rest (1967, 34). 

In the essay on 'Caste, Racism and Stratification,6 he elaborates this point: 

It is necessary to distinguish between twover.J different things: 
the sca.le of statuses (called 11 reI igious" ) which I o.all hierarchy 
and llhich is absolutely distinct from the fact of pO~ler on the one 
hand, and on the other the distribution of pOller, economic and 
political, which is very important in practice, but is distinct 
from, and subordinate to, the hierarchy_ It will be asked then 
hOi'l' poner and hierarchy are articulated. Precisely, Indian society 
answers this question in a very explicit manner ••• ~lhile the Brahman 
is spiritually or absolutely supreme, he is materially dependent; 
while the king is m~terially the master, he is spiritually subordinate. 

In this conce:ption the distribution of pO''ler (that structure ~'lhich Beidelman 
sees as determinant) is distinct from, and subordinate to, hierarchy. vJhat is 
still problematic is the status of this relationship of 'subordination' - at 
\1That level, and in what 1-Tay, is power subordinate to hierarchy (ritual. status)? 
tIn everJ society one aspect of social life receives a primar-J value stress and 
simultaneously is made to encompass all others and express them as far as it can. 7 
As the basic value of caste societies status or hierarchy both 'encompasses' 
and 'expresses' all other aspects, including the structure of social and political 
relationships. Dumont corroborates this in his own word$: 

There is in Sllat no fundamental distinction be~leen status and 
pm'ler: the '~riests" are inferior to the dominant group (Paldltun), 
and the religiOUS quality of the "Saints" expresses itself in terms 
of dominance instead of dominance of the Kshatri a etc. bein 
obliged to express itself in.terms of religion ibid, 35 - my emphasis). 
Hierarchy, then is the mode of erpression of power. T~e structure of 
political relationships and economic po~rer expresses itself in the religious 
idiom of hierarchy. Religion is the language of power relationships 
(and ult.imately of the relations of production) in a caste society. 

This, in fact, is what Dumont says in so many ~'Tords: 'the "religious" is here the 
universal mode of expression, and this is perfectly coherent given that the global 
orientation is religiOUS, ~lat the religious language is that of hierarchy.tS 
And finally, 'Hierarchy marks the conceptual integration of a whole, it is, so 
to speak, its intellectual cement.'S 

The structure of political and economic relationships (tpot'ler I) is 
'subordinate to' hierarchy in the sense that these relationships are expressed 
in religious tenns, in the language of hierarchy, "Ihich constitutes the global 
prinCiple of caste societies. I have quoted at length from Dumont's work because 
I wish to make tile point that (i) nothing Dumon"t says refutes Beidelman, and 
(ii) there is no necessary opposition between their respective conceptualisations 
of the relationship be~feen power and rittUll in the Indian village. 

This may seem strange since Beidelman subordinates ritual (status) to 
pOlofer (relations of production), and Dumont, conversely, pOvTsr to ritual. Yet 
this apparent contradiction evaporates once it is realised that 'hierarchy', in 
Dumont's view, 'marks the conceptual integration of the vlhole, , that pot-Ter is 
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labour, that Hinduism elaborately rationalises and congeals the fundamental 
distinction betw'een those uho possess land and those "l'lho do not. 

2. Dumont, on the other hand, asks, 'Do we have to believe that "ritual" 
theory rationalises the "exploitation of the Charmars?,,5 ' HOl'l then does Dumont 
conceptualise the relationship? He insists emphatically that the specificity 
of caste societies resides precisely in the absolute disjunction, 'in principle', 
between the ritual~ideological and economic-political structures. 

The priest, the Brahman, is highest in status even ';lhen he is 
poor and materially dependent. In the oldest texts referring to 
the va~ order, priesthood is set above, that is, it encompasses 
rulership; and at the same time, these "tl'lin forces" together 
encompass all the rest (1967, 34). 

In the essay on 'Caste, Racism and Stratification,6 he elaborates this point: 

It is necessary to distinguish between two'Tery different things: 
the scale of statuses (called "religious") which I c.all hierarchy 
and uhich is absolutely distinct from the fact of pOl'Ter on the one 
hand, and on the other the distribution of pOt-Ter, economic and 
political, which is very important in practice, but is distinct 
from, and subOI'dinate to, the hierarchy. It l'dll be asked then 
how' pO~'rer ond hierarchy are articulated. Precisely, Indian society 
answers this question in a very explicit manner ••• while tile Brahman 
is spiritually or absolutely supreme, he is materially dependent; 
~lhile the king is ~terially the master, he is spiritually subordinate. 

In this conce:ption the distribution of p01fer (tilat structure "lhich Beidelman 
sees as determinant) is distinct from, and subordinate to, hierarchy. 'ilhat is 
still problematic is the status of this relationship of 'subordination' - at 
what level, and in what way, is power subordinate to hierarchy (ritual. status)? 
'In everJ society one aspect of social life receives a primarJ value stress and 
simultaneously is made to encompass all others and express them as far as it can. 7 
As tile basic value of caste societies status or hierarchy both 'encompasses' 
and 'expresses' all other aspects, including the st1~cture of social and political 
relationships. Dumont corroborates this in his own wo~: 

There is in Swat no fundamental distinction between status and 
pom~r: the ''Priests'' are inferior to the dominant group (Pakhtun), 
and the religious quality of the "Saints" expresses itself in terms 
of dominance instead of dominance of the Kshatri a etc. bein 
obliged to express itself in.terms of religion ibid, 35 - my emphasis). 
Hierarchy, then is the mode of ereression of power. T~e structure of 
politicalrelntionships and economic pOlTer expresses itself in the religious 
idiom of hierarchy. Religion is the language of pOl'rer relationships 
(and ultimately of the relations of production) in a caste society. 

This, in fact, is what Dumont says in so many rTords: 'the "religious" is here the 
universal mode of expression, and this is perfectly coherent given that the global 
orientation is religious, that the religious language is that of hierarchy. 18 
And finally, 'Hierarchy marks the conceptual integration of a whole, it is, so 
to speak, its intellectual cement.'9 

The structure of political and economic relationships ('power') is 
'subordinate to' hierarchy in the sense that these relationships are expressed 
in religious tenas, in the language of hierarchy, t-lhich constitutes the global 
principle of caste societies. I have quoted at length from Dumont's work because 
I wish to make tile point that (i) nothing Dumont says refutes 13eidelman, and 
(ii) there is no necessary opposition between their respective conceptualisations 
of tile relationship be~feen power and ritttal in the Indian village. 

This may seem strange since Beidelman subordinates ritual (status) to 
pOlofer (relations of production), and Dumont, conversely, po,rer to ritual. Yet 
this apparent contradiction evaporates once it is realised that 'hierarchy', in 
Dumont 's view t 'marks the conceptual integration of the ",hole,' that pOlfer is 
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subordinate to hierarchy at the conceptual level, that is, vdtllin the domain 
of the ideology itself. 

The t essential t function of hierarchy is that it canstitutes tile conceptual 
or symbolic, not· material (Dumont stresses the antithesis), unity of caste 
societies.' ''Hierarchy integrates tIle society by reference to its values.' In 
other vl0rds, what we are dealing l1ith is a conscious model, a mode of conceptual
isation of the social and cosmological universe. An ideology is precisely such 
a conceptualisation - it defines !lived experience' that is, the vlay in 1"lhicl1 "men 
live their conditions of existence. 10_ But the crucial point is this: an 
ideology is not visible to t11e agents tllemselves. Because it 'is their very mode 
of conscious existence men do not normally establish tl1at psychic distance from 
it which is the essential precondition of scienc~~ That is to say, and this is 
the paradoxical point which Dumont fails, to grasp, the conscious model is pro
foundly unconscious of itself. 

This means tllat an ideology of course - as hierarchy - is not simply a 
mode of conceptualisation of the universe, a vray ;in which men consciously 
experience tlleirs-ocial relatiollships, it is also, itself a structure of whicll 
the agents are quite unconscious. As such it is defined by its o~ln specific 

'tftme"tions' (like Dumont I use the 't'10rd reluctantly - cf. HH '318), of w'hich 
the age1'lts have _~o imnu:idiate knowledge. 

To reformulate the original problem of tIle mode of articulation of ri tual 
{status} and pO~ler - how is the ideological structure implicit in mall's con
ceptual image of their universe related to the actual structul~ of the rela
tions of production into WIlich they enter? Dumont asked, 'Must we believet11at 
"ritual" theo~r ratiollalises tIle "exploitatiollit of the Chamars?' TIle answer, of 
course, is I no I • 'Rationalise t implies that tlle conceptu.alisation elnbodied in 
tIle dominal1t motifs and themes of the hierarchical ideology (purity/impurity etc.) 
is a consciously planned and deliberate exercise. Yet Beidelman's view was that 
ritual (meaning by this that gradation of statuses ~lhich is t~1e cOllcrete form 
of hierarchy) 'supports and reaffirms' the coercive integration of'caste society. 
Beidelman then, was not referring to some conscious process of mystification, 
but to an objective function of the hierarchical principle. That is to say, 
the conscious model (hierarchy) is unconscious of its own objective functions. 
Beidelmmlts weakness is that he nowhe~e specifies in a clear and erplicit fashion 
what these 'functions 1 are or indeed even hOvT the ideology embodied in ritual 
fUl1ctions in such a way as to 'support and reaffirm' tile existing social relation
Sllips. 

For our purposes i t is sufficient to focus' on two of tllese functions. The 
first was understood by Dumont., An ideology 'cements·' -, a socie"cy' on tIle conceptual 
plane. It is a mode of conceptual integration. As Dumont says in a beautifully 
lucid phras'e: 'Hierarchy integrates the· society by reference to its values. I 
But while putting emphasis on this aspect Dumont scarcely mentions the .second. 
Because no ideology ever reflects'the eXisting social universe in a clear and 
precise fashion (or what would be the function of science?) it inevitably dis
torts, to some degree, the social perception of reality. This is precisely the 
deeper meaning of the hierarchical principle'~ For what, after all, is hierarchy? 
Dumont stresses that it is a matter purely of 'religious values.I1 'If we are 
to·generalise, it can' be suppos'ad t11a t hierarchy, . in the sense 'that we are using 
the vlord here, alld in accord ldth its etymQlogy, never attaches itself to pow'er 
as SUCll, but al'U'lays to relitgious functions t .12 In otIler l'lords, tIle ideo~ogy en
coded in tIle structure of ~itual relationships is an ideology 't'1hic.h focuses 
predominantly on religious functions. I would maintain tilat this focus by its 
very nature ignores that sector of reali~ which consists in specifically economic 
functions,- that is, tIle field of tIle relations of prod~ction, tIE structure of 
'pow'er t as opposed to 'status'. In allort, caste ideology excludes the dominant 
structure· of social life "from tl~e field of social perception. In this T:lay it 
necessarily distorts that perception. 

I have f'ound in Dumont r s Homo ·Hierarchicus only one passage lll'lcre he more
 
or less erglicitly recogllises tllis function of tIle prin<?iple of hierarchy:
 

Hierarchy or the gradation of statuses ••• is not everything. 
Hhat it -leaves out of account (ulaisse -en dehors d'elleu ) is- the 
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subordinate to hierarchy at the conceptual level, that is, within the domain 
of the ideology itself. 

The 'essential' function of hierarchy is that it constitutes the conceptual 
or symbolic, ~ material (Dumont stresses the antithesis), unity of caste 
societies.' 'Hierarchy integrates the society by reference to its values.' In 
other vTords, what 1rle are dealing ~'I'i th is a conscious model, a mode of conceptual
isation of the social and cosmological universe. An ideology is precisely such 
a conceptualisation - it defines 'lived experience' that is, the ";Tay in ";lhich men 
live their conditions of existence. lO But the crucial point is this: an 
ideology is not visible to the agents themselves. Because it is their very mode 
of conscious existence man do not normally establish that psychic distance from 
it which is the essential precondition of scienc~.. That is to say, and this is 
the paradoxical point which Dumont fails to grasp, the conscious model is pro
foundly unconscious of itself. 

This means that an ideology of course - as hierarchy - is not simply a 
mode of conceptualisation of the universe, a ",ay in which men consciously 
experience their social relationships, it is also itself a s.tructure of which 
the agents are quite unconscious. As such it is defined by its own specific 
'fellctions' (like Dumont I use the l'lord reluctantly - cf. HR 318), of ,"/'hich 
the ageRts have no immediate knowledge. 

To reformulate the origi.nal problem of the mode of articulation of ritual 
(status) and pOl-Ter - how :LS the ideological structure implicit in men's con
ceptual image of their universe related to the actual structure of the rela
tions of production into which they enter? Dumont asked, 'Must we believe that 
"ritual" theory rationalises the "exploitation" of the Chamars?' The answer, of 
course, is 'no'. 'Rationalise' implies that the conceptualisatiOl1 embodied in 
the dominant motifs and themes of the hierarchical ideology (purity/impurity etc.) 
is a consciously planned and deliberate exercise. Yet Beidelman's vie,"/, toTaS that 
ritual (meaning by this that gradation of statuses uhich is the concrete form 
of hierarchy) 'supports and reaffirms' the coercive integration of caste society. 
Beidelman then, was not referring to some conscious process of mystification, 
but to an objective function of the hierarchical principle. That is to say, 
the conscious model (hierarchy) is unconscious of its own ob,jective functions. 
Beidelmrul's weakness is that he nowhe~e specifies in a clear and explicit fashion 
what these 'functions' are or indeed even hOvT the ideology embodied in ritual 
fmlctions in such a way as to 'support and reaffirm' tile existing social relation
ships. 

For our purposes it is sufficient to focus on two of these functions. The 
first was understood by Dumont.· An ideology 'cements' a society on the conceptual 
plane. It is a mode of conceptual integration. As Dumont says in a beautifully 
lucid phrase: 'Hierarchy integrates the· society by reference to its values.' 
But ,"/'hile putting emphasis· on this aspect Dumont scarcely mentions the second. 
Because no ideology ever reflectstlw existing social universe in a clear and 
precise fashion (or \.,hat 1'10uld be tlw function of science?) it inevitably dis
torts, to some degree, the social perception of reality. This is precisely the 
deeper meaning of the hierarchical principle~ For what, after all, is hierarchy? 
D1.llllont stresses that it is a matter purely of religious values.ll 'If "re are 
to 'generalise, it can be supposed that hierarchy, . in the sense i;hat we are using 
the \rTord here, and in accord tdth its etymQlogy, never attaches itself to pot"ler 
as such, but always to religious functions,.12 In other words, the ideology en
coded in the structure of ritual relationships is an ideology 1"/'hich focuses 
predominantly on religious functions. I uould maintain that this focus by its 
very nature ignores that sector of reality 1"/'hich consists in specifically economic 
functions, that is, the field of the relations of production, the structure of 
'power' as opposed to 'status'. In short, caste ideology excludes the dominant 
structure-of social life from the field of social perception. In this ~Tay it 
necessarily distorts that perception. 

I have found in Dumont IS Homo Hierarchicus only one passage 11hore he more 
or less explicitly reco@lises this function of the principle of hierarchy: 

Hierarchy or the gradation of statuses ••• is not everything. 
'That it leaves out of account ("laisseen dehors d1elle il ) is the 
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subordinate to hierarchy at the conceptual level, that is, within the domain 
of the ideology itself. 

The 'essential' function of hierarchy is that it constitutes the conceptual 
or symbolic, not m~terial (Dumont stresses the antithesis), unity of caste 
societies.' 'Hierarchy integrates the society by reference to its values.' In 
other 'l'lords, what vie are dealing ~1i th is a conscious model, a mode of conceptual
isation of the social and cosmological universe. An ideology is precisely such 
a conceptualisation - it defines 'lived experience' that is, the vlay in .. lhicll men 
live their conditions of existence. lO But the crucial point is this: an 
ideology is not visible to the agents themselves. Because it is their ve'ry mode 
of conscious existence men do not normally establish that psychic distance from 
it which is the essential precondition of scienc~,. That is to say, and this is 
the paradoxical point which Dumont fails to grasp, the conscious model is pro
foundly unconscious of itself. 

This means that an ideology of course - as hierarchy - is not simply a 
mode of conceptualisation of the universe, a way in whiCh men consciously 
experience their social relationships, it is also. itself a s.tructure of which 
the agents are quite unconscious. As such it is defined by its own specific 
'fellctions' (like Dumont I use the ~lord reluctantly - cf. HR 318), of "lhich 
the ageRts have no immediate knowledge. 

To reformulate the origi.nal problem of the mode of articulation of ritual 
(status) and pOrTer - how is the ideological structure implicit in men's con
ceptual image of their universe related to the actual structure of the rela
tions of production into which they enter? Dumont asked, 'Must ,'le believe that 
n ri tual tI theor.? rationalises the n exploi tat ionll of the Chamars?' The answer, of 
course, is 'no'. 'Rationalise I implies that the conceptualisation embodied in 
the dominant motifs and themes of the hierarchical ideology (purity/impurity etc.) 
is a consciously planned and deliberate exercise. Yet Beidelman's viG~f lolas that 
ritual (meaning by this that gradation of statuses rlhich is the concrete form. 
of hierarchy) 'supports and reaffirms' the coercive integration of caste society. 
Beidelman then, was not referring to some conscious process of mystification, 
but to an objective function of the hierarchical principle. That is to say, 
the conscious model (hierarchy) is unconscious of its own ob~ective functions. 
Beidelman's weakness is that he nowhere specifies in a clear and erplicit fashion 
what these 'functions' are or indeed even hO~T the ideology embodied in ritual 
functions in such a way as to 'support and reaffirm' tile existing social relation
ships. 

For our purposes it is sufficient to focus on two of these functions. The 
first was understood by Dumont e' An ideology 'cements' a society on the conceptual 
plane. It is a mode of conceptual integration. As Dumont says in a beautifully 
lucid phrase: 'Hierarchy integrates the, society by reference to its values.' 
But ~fhile putting emphasiS' on this aspect Dumont scarcely mentions the second. 
Because no ideology ever reflects tlw existing SOCial universe in a clear and 
precise fashion (or what 1"10uld be the function of science?) it inevitably dis
torts, to some degree, the social perception of reality. This is precisely the 
deeper meaning of the hierarchical prinCiple.. For what, after all, is hierarchy? 
Dl4Jllont stresses that it is a matter l)urely of religious values .11 'If vle are 
to 'generalise, it can be supposed that hierarchy, in the sense that we are using 
the VTord here, and in accord ,nth its etymQl~, never attaches itself to pOl'Ter 
as such, but ahlays to religious functions t • In other ,fords, the ideoJ,ogy en-
coded in the structure of ritual relationships is an ideology whiCh focuses 
predominantly on religious functions. I uould maintain that this focus by its 
very nature ignores that sector of reality ,fhich consists in specifically economic 
functions, that is, the field of the relations of production, the structure of 
'pouer' as opposed to 'status'. In short, caste ideology excludes the dominant 
structure· of social life from the field of social perception. In this I'ray it 
necessarily distorts that perception. 

I have found in Dumont's Homo Hierarchicus only one passage uhcre he more 
or less erplicitly reco~lises this function of the principle of hierarchy: 

Hierarchy or the gradation of statuses ••• is not everything. 
Uhat it leaves out of account (nlaisseen dehors d'elle il ) is the 
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distribu.tion of pOl'1er, but then you might ask,. if that is the 
case, should it not at least reflect···tl1at distribtttion in some "f:Tay, 
since ill practice it never attac11es itself to pOl-Ter? Generally 
spe~dLng, an ideqlogy orientates or orders ~eality rather than 
reprOdtlCing it, and the act of al'lareness (uprise de conscience") 
is always in'~act a choice o~ one dimension in preference to others: 
it is impossible to focus on certain relationships ~jithout completely 
ignoring (use rendant aveugle an) others ••• 13, 

In this remarkable passage Dumont grape the essential point that an ideology 
is not· simply a conceptual 'integration', and 'intellectual cenlent', but also 
an unconscious distortion of the social' uiliverse; ·that the l1ierarcllical ideology 
necessarily distorts reality by conceal~the structure of 'pOlfer'. This 
function is as 'essential' as the otller. . 

To' conclude - we might say' that l'rhile pOller is 'subordinate to' ritual 
(status) at the conceptual-ideological level, the relationship is reversed at 
the level of the total mode of articulation of these structures (status, power), 
and that this :reversal is precisely a conseque11ce of the hierarchical principle. 
As a 'blil.ld and doctrinaire' matGrialist I am certainly not committed to the 
nonsensical view Dumont attributes to 'blind and doctrinaire' mat~rialists, 
viz. tl'lat 'hierarchy means "exploitat ion" , • 

Jairus Banaji 
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distribution of potter, but then you might ask, if that is the 
case, should it not at least reflect that distribution in some way, 
since ill practice it never attaches itself to po~·,er? Generally 
speaking, an ideology orientates or orders reality rather than 
reproducing it, and the act of awareness (lIprise de conscience") 
is always in fact a choice of one dimension in preference to others: 
it is impossible to focus on certain relationships tdthout completely 
ignoring (IIse rendant aveugle all) others ••• 13 

In this remarkable passage Dumont graps the essential point that an ideology 
is not Simply a conceptilll:l 'integration', and 'intellectual cement', but also 
an unconscious distortion of the social universe; that the hierarchical ideology 
necessarily distorts reality by conceal~ the structure of 'power'. This 
function is as 'essential' as the other. . 

To conclude - we might say that while power is 'subordinate to' ritt~l 
(status) at the conceptual-ideological level, the relationship is reversed at 
the level of the total mode of articulation of these structures (status, power), 
and that this~versal is precisely a consequence of the hierarchical principle. 
As a 'blilld and doctrinaire' materialist I am certainly not committed to the 
nonsensical view Dumont attributes to 'blind and doctrinaire' mat~rialists, 
viz. that 'hierarchy means "exploitation" t. 
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distribution of potter, but then you might ask, if that is the 
case, should it not at least reflect'that distribution in some 1:Tay, 
s mce in practice it never attaches itself to pOtTer? Generally 
speaking, an ideology orientates or orders reality rather than 
reproducing it, and the act of atiareness ("prise de conscience 11 ) 

is always in fact a choice of one dimension in preference to others: 
it is impossible to focus on certain relationships ,"lithout completely 
ignoring (lIse rendant aveugle all) others ••• 13 

In this remarkable passage Dumont graps the essent ial point that an ideology 
is not Simply a conceptual 'integration', and 'intellectual cement', but also 
an unconscious distortion of the social universe; that the hierarchical ideology 
necessarily distorts reality by conceal~ the structure of 'power'. This 
function is as 'essential' as the other. . 

To conclude - we might say that while power is 'subordinate to' rittal 
(status) at the conceptual-ideological level, the relationship is ~eversed at 
the level of the total mode of articulation of these structures (status, power), 
and that this~versal is precisely a consequence of the hierarchical principle. 
As a 'blind and doctrinaire' materialist I am certainly not committed to the 
nonsensical view Dumont attributes to 'blind and doctrinaire' mat~rialists, 
viz. that 'hierarchy means "exploitation"'. 
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